The Boskalis flag flies proudly on numerous projects throughout the
world. In this section, Cohesion makes a selection from the numerous
projects that are in the pipeline, or that have been launched recently.

SWINOUJSCIE, POLAND

SAFETYTALK

Spotlight on new
Boskalis projects

Acquired orders

KARLSBORG, SWEDEN

CAMPOS, BRAZIL

MUSSALO, FINLAND

CONSTRUCTION OF A4, NETHERLANDS

electrical tools.

our safety standards. That really is new. Since NINA started,

Start: 15-7-2011

Start: 15-8-2011

Start: 1-9-2011

Start: 19-9-2011

Start: 2nd quarter of 2012

Non-slip paint on

I have seen more commitment to the issue of safety at all

Duration: 52 weeks

Duration: 8 weeks

Duration: 117 weeks

Duration: 12 weeks

Duration: 195 weeks

parts of the deck

levels. People on the workfloor have stopped shifting

Client: Per Aarsleff

Client: Kalix Kommun

Client: LLX / OSX Consortium

Client: Fertilog Oy

Client: Rijkswaterstaat

where we have to

responsibility to their supervisor for things they

Description: Rock transport by SMIT

Description: Deepening of the canal

Description: Land reclamation and

Description: Construction of

Description: Extension of the A4

Transport as part of the Boskalis

and parts of the harbor to -8.5

the construction of a harbor near

Mussalo conveyor tunnel.

motorway between Delft and

project in Swinoujscie.

meters, with a volume of 485,000

m3.

Campos with entrance channel and
bank reinforcement. Total volume of
m3.

Schiedam. The project will be
CHIAPAS, MEXICO

executed by the A4ALL consortium,

Start: 19-9-2011

which comprises the companies

Duration: 9 weeks

Boskalis, Heijmans and the

This summer, Boskalis celebrated one year of NINA. Everybody thought it was important
to stop and think about what we have achieved. Openness. Awareness. Caring for one
another. And so a safer working environment. But problems we ran up against as an
organization were also addressed: can dilemmas be discussed openly? And: how do we
see the future? In the words of CEO Peter Berdowski during his speech commemorating
one year of NINA: ‘We are proud of what has been achieved but there is still a lot to do!’

walk when barges come

see; they tackle things themselves now. When

alongside. There is more

the Coastway was in dry dock for repairs, the

openness. The crew now dare

crew themselves came up with ideas for

to contradict higher-ranking

improving safety. In short, people are willing.

people when safety is in-

And NINA is making sure it happens.’

volved. NINA is opening

About the future: ‘We have to keep the

ALBERTA, CANADA

EAST SHETLAND BASIN, UNITED KINGDOM

Start: 18-7-2011

Start: 15-8-2011

Duration: 13 weeks

Duration: 39 weeks

DI DIVING MANNING, ANGOLA OFFSHORE

Client: API Topolobampo

VolkerWessels companies KWS

doors. And that applies to the

discussion going. And take action when we

Client: Syncrude/New Alta

Client: Shell

Start: 11-9-2011

Description: Dredging work in the

Infra, Van Hattum en Blankevoort,

shore organization, too:

get feedback.'

Description: Pilot project for

Description: A study of the decom-

Duration: 8 weeks

entrance channels of Puerto

and Vialis. The construction is

pumping Mature Fine Tailings to

missioning of the Brent Bravo and

Client: Sub-contractor of SBM

Madero, Chiapas.

based on an innovative design.

centrifuge. See also page 14.

Brent Delta ‘gravity based structu-

Description: SMIT Subsea is

res’.

supplying saturation divers on board

GHENT, BELGIUM

and the local clay layer for the con-

SBM’s Dynamic Installer.

Start: 21-09-2011

struction of a submerged tunnel

Duration: 66 weeks

shaft. To save time, the consortium

attendance. SHE-Q representative Amit Walia: ‘By focusing attention on it again, we are promoting
confidence in NINA. I have seen how colleagues see the message of openness and equality as a tool

TUXPAN, MEXICO

43 million

See page 15.

NINA’S FIRST ANNIVERSARY!

NINA in the Middle East

It uses standard tunnel elements

because all of us are now

The Area Middle East has celebrated one year of NINA with meetings at the operational units and
organizations in the region. Meetings that looked, for example, at what NINA means for everybody.
To kick off the discussion, workshops from the NINA toolkit were organized with management in

more focused on safety, I can

EXPERIENCE ON THE WILLEM VAN ORANJE

get things done faster.’

‘CONSTRUCTIVE AND OPEN DISCUSSIONS’

About the future: ‘Making

The Willem van Oranje was also in the Middle East and it

things safer is only possible if

was first to receive a visit from the Area in the series of

we work as a team. That's

workshops. ‘On board,

why you have to keep talking

there was a definite sense

to each other about it. Every

that management was suppor-

day. Even if it's only for a few

ting safety, unlike the past

minutes.'

when there were sometimes

Start: 27-7-2011

OFFSHORE DEN HELDER, NETHERLANDS

Duration: 12 weeks

Start: 15-8-2011

SILLAMÄE, ESTONIA

Client: Waterwegen en Zeekanaal

will be working in four places at the

Client: API Tuxpan, S.A. de C.V.

Duration: 2 weeks

Start: 12-9-2011

NV

same time.

Description: Dredging work in the

Client: NAM

Duration: 22 weeks

Description: Boskalis NL project as

entrance channel, the harbor basins

Description: Offshore decommissio-

Client: Port of Sillamäe

part of the maintenance work on the

NORTH SEA AND IRISH SEA, UNITED

and the Tuxpan river.

ning and removal of a protective

Description: Driving 400 heavy piles

Seine-Scheldt link, in the ring canal

KINGDOM

structure (130 MT) by SMIT Marine

with a diameter of more than 10

around Ghent.

Start: 1-6-2012

PETER ZIMMERMAN, MIDDLE EAST OPERATIONS MANAGER:

GIJS ROODENBURG, YARD MANAGER IN THE MUSAFFAH YARD

doesn't happen anymore,’ say

Projects. See page 9.

meters and positioning of ‘sheet

SOCHI, RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Start: 29-7-2011

piles’.

that gives them the chance to make the workplace safer, for themselves and for their colleagues.
And that this is the way to establish a solid basis in a global, multi-cultural company like Boskalis!’

conflicting messages. That

Duration: 20 weeks

‘EVERYBODY IS INVOLVED’

‘NINA IMPROVES SOLIDARITY’

the crew. In the week before the

HELSINKI, FINLAND

Client: Conoco Phillips

‘NINA is a way of engaging with each other in discussions

‘In July, we organized a NINA work-

visit to the Willem van Oranje, a NINA SHE-Q facilitator (from

about safety. So we asked people to give feedback again on

Duration: 19 weeks

PIETARSAARI, FINLAND

Start: 10-10-2011

Description: Five-year agreement for

shop. In Hindi, because not every-

the CTD) had been on board. ‘That was quite a lot of NINA

Client: Sub-contractor of NPO

Start: 29-8-2011

WILHELMS HARBOUR, GERMANY

Duration: 100 weeks

Subsea IRM services on all Conoco

NINA’s anniversary. We asked everybody who hadn't

body's English is as good. That way,

in a short time, but all things considered we can look back

Mostovik

Duration: 26 weeks

Start: 12-9-2011

Client: Port of Helsinki

Phillips assets in the North Sea and

yet written a safety statement to do so after all.

the message really got across. NINA

to constructive and open discussions.’

Description: Soil improvement by

Client: Port of Pietarsaari

Duration: 4 weeks

Description: 1st phase (300 meters)

Irish Sea with EDT PROTEA.

What I see is people looking at themselves and calling

encourages people to take action:

vertical drainage (4.5 million meters

Description: Deepening of a section

Client: BARD Building GmbH & Co

of the construction an 800-meter-

each other to account about unsafe conduct.

they report unsafe situations. I see

FEEDBACK FROM THE COASTWAY AFTER THE NINA CELEBRATIONS

of drains) for the Olympic site in

of the Laukko Quay from -10.30 to

KG

long quay wall for the Jätkäsaari

ANGRA DOS REIS, BRAZIL

For me, that is the big step forward: everybody is

how NINA enhances solidarity, trust

‘NINA MEANS THAT EVERYTHING IS OPEN FOR DISCUSSION.'

Sochi.

-12.00 meters over a distance of

Description: Replacement of a

Passenger quay.

Start: 15-6-2012

involved. And even though we haven't got the

in one another, and social control.

> ‘Everybody feels free to call other people to account about

150 meters.

gondola on the Hooksiel project by

Duration: 15 weeks

statistics yet, NINA means we can show our clients

Looking before you leap. Unloading a truck means thinking

MEESLOUWERPLAS, NETHERLANDS

safety matters, even higher-ranking officers.’

DEVONPORT, UNITED KINGDOM

Client: SBM

what we stand for.’

ahead about every object, about the safest way of moving it

> ‘NINA creates openness and trust.’

Start: 5-11-2011

Description: Loading modules for the

About the future: ‘Of course, some people want things to

with your crane, which also has to be approved by the

> ‘You know that your colleagues are

LOVIISA, FINLAND

Duration: 5 weeks

FPSO (Floating Production, Storage

move faster and we still run up against problems, but the

SHE-Q officer. The effect is that we actually have fewer inci-

Start: 12-9-2011

Client: Babcock International Group

and offloading unit) Cidade de

process takes time. Because of the commitment of the

dents.'

Client: API Topolobampo, S.A. de

Duration: 4 weeks

Description: The preliminary work

Paraty by SMIT heavy lift. Project

entire management, I'm sure we can succeed.’

About the future: ‘Everybody understands the NINA concept

to-day lives, thanks to the open

C.V.

Client: Port of Loviisa

needed for the award of the

includes mobilization and import

and they can work with it, including the paperwork. Let's

communications and regular pre-

Description: Maintenance dredging

Description: Repairs to the South

licenses for the Devonport Dock 11

(6 weeks) and demobilization

WILBERT DUNKI JACOBS, COLBART SHIP'S MASTER:

work in the entrance channel to the

Quay in the harbor of Loviisa.

dredging.

(5 weeks). There are also four weeks

‘THERE IS MORE OPENNESS’

of installation work on the FPSO.

‘I'm very upbeat about NINA. I can see how the guys on

CHRISTIAN NIEMEYER, PROJECT MANAGER:

N207, NETHERLANDS

BEACH REPLENISHMENT, NETHERLANDS

board are serious about it, and I think that's a great thing.

‘TACKLING THINGS YOURSELF’

ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

Start: 15-9-011

Start: 1-1-2012

MEERWIN PROJECT, GERMANY

They come up with concrete ideas for improving safety. Like

‘In Ghantoot, there was a jetty that wasn't sound. The

Start: 1-9-2011

Duration: 80 weeks

Duration: 52 weeks

Start: 1-8-2012

putting in an earth leakage circuit breaker when they're using

management spotted it and told the client that it didn't meet

FELIXSTOWE, UNITED KINGDOM

Duration: 144 weeks

Client: Provincial authority of South

Client: Rijkswaterstaat Noordzee

Duration: 24 weeks

Start: 1-8-201

Client: Rijkswaterstaat

Holland

Description: Beach replenishment

Client: WindMW

Duration: 52 weeks

Description: Maintenance dredging

Description: Construction of dry

involving a total volume of

Description: Protection against ero -

NINA celebrations throughout the world

Client: Suffolk District Council

work in various Rotterdam harbor

infrastructure for the N207 and Sluis

3,400,000 m3 in Texel and

sion of 80 foundation piles on the

Colleagues from throughout the world have sent in photographs of their celebrations of the NINA anniversary. A selection of the ways our colleagues celebrated NINA's first anniversary around the world.

Description: Beach recharge, rock

basins and fairways.

Island structuring.

Jualianadorp.

Meerwind project by Boskalis

SMIT Transport

Start: 1-8-2011

TOPOLOBAMPO, MEXICO

Duration: 520 weeks

Start: 29-8-2011

Client: BAM

Duration: 16 weeks

Description: Redevelopment of the
Meeslouwerplas, consisting of reducing the depth of an old sand
borrow pit, processing 8 million tons
of sludge/soil and the annual pro-

harbor.

cessing of approximately 800,000
m3 of soil and dredging sludge.

revetment and groynes on

make sure it doesn't get any more complicated.’

looking out for you, too.’
> ‘NINA has become part of our day-

start meetings.’
> ‘Why is NINA (and particularly the
Values) limited to safety?’

Offshore. The water depth varies
VALKENBURG, NEDERLAND

LIVERPOOL, UNITED KINGDOM

DEVENTER, NETHERLANDS

Start: 1-9-2011

Start: 15-9-2011

Start: 1-1-2012

STRAITS OF MAGELLAN, ARGENTINA

Duration: 4 weeks

Duration: 13 weeks

Duration: 156 weeks

BALTIC SEA, GERMANY

Start: 8-8-2011

Client: Valkenburg project site

Client: United Utilities

Client: Groot Salland Water Authority

Start: 1-3-2013

Duration: 17 weeks

Description: Loading, transportation

Description: Dredging work near

Description: Project in the context of

Duration: 20 weeks

Client: Arsat

and washing of approx. 20,000 m3

Wellington Dock as a part of the

‘Room for the River’ includes exca-

Client: Offshore Ostsee

Description: Design, procurement &

of contaminated soil by Boskalis

expansion of the Sandon

vating secondary trenches,

Wind/Vattenfall

construction of a fiber optic cable

Dolman as part of the work near

WasteWater Treatment works.

earthworks of 2.9 million m3 and

Description: Installation and covering

through Straits of Magellan covering

Valkenburg airport.

civil changes to bridges in place.

a 60-km-long cable for a wind park

Felixstowe beach.

a distance of 60 km onshore (to the

from 22 to 33 meters.

HELSINKI, FINLAND

in the Baltic Sea. The soil consists

north and south of the Straits) and

BLOCK 31, OFFSHORE ANGOLA

Start: 16-9-2011

of boulder clay over a distance of 2

40 km offshore.

Start: 1-9-2011

Duration: 36 weeks

km.

Duration: 63 weeks

Client: Port of Helsinki

Client: Heerema Marine Contractors

Description: Construction of a pier

(Ottendorf in Germany), the NINA anniver-

Description: SMIT Transport / SMIT

with a length of 180 m. Positioning

sary celebrations in Ghantoot (United Arab

Transport Belgium is helping with

of 48 steel core piles with a dia-

Emirates), in Khafji (Saudi Arabia), and in

various sub-projects of the Block 31

meter of more than 7.5 m over a

Angola. Bottom row: the celebrations in

project, with the option for an

distance of 860 meters.

Nigeria and on board the Crestway. The

Top row from left to
right: Heinrich Hirdes employees

extension of six months for some

photo on the right shows the birthday cake

components.
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on board the Willem van Oranje.
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